For 2D or 3D meshes that represent a continuous function to the reals, the contours-or isosurfaces-of a specified value are an important way to visualize it. To find such contours, a seed set can be used for the starting points from which the traversal of the contours can start. This paper gives the first methods to obtain seed sets that are provably small in size. They are based on a variant of the contour tree (or topographic change tree). We give a new, simple algorithm to compute such a tree in regular and irregular meshes that requires O(rt log n) time in 2D for meshes with n elements, and in 0( n2) time in higher dimensions. The additional storage overhead is proportiid to the maximum size of any contour (linear in the worst case, but typically less). Given the contour tree, a minimum size seed set can be computed in polynomial time and storage. Since in practice at most linear storage is allowed, we develop a simple approximation aIgorithm giving a seed set of size at most twice the size of the minimum. It requires O(n log2 n) time in 2D and 0(n2) time otherwise, and requires linear storage. We also give experimental results, showing the size of the seed sets and supporting the claim that sublinear storage is used.
Introduction
Scalar data defined over the plane or 3-space is quite common in fields like medical imaging, scientific visualization, and geographic information systems. Such data can be visualized after interpolation by showing one or more contours or isosurfaces: the sets of points having a specified scalar value. For example, scalar data over the plane are used to model elevation in the landscape, and a contour is just an isoline of elevation. In atmospheric pressure modelling, a contour is a surface in the atmosphere where the air pressure is constant, an isobar. In medical imaging, isosurfaces are used to show reconstructed scans of the brain or parts of the body. The scalar data can be seen as a sample of some real-valued function, which is called a terrain or elevation model in GIS, and a scalar field in imaging.
A real-valued function over 2D or 3D can be represented in a computer using a 2D or 3D mesh, which can be regular (all cells have the same size and shape) or irregular. A terrain (mountain landscape) in GIS is commonly represented by regular square grid or an irregular triangulation. The elements of the grid, or vertices of the triangulation, have a scalar function value associated to them. The function value of non-vertex points in the 2D mesh can be obtained by interpolation. An easy form of interpolation for irregular triangulations is linear interpolation over each triangle, The resulting model is known as the TIN model for terrains (Triangulated Irregular Network) in GIS. In computational geometry, it is known as a polyhedral terrain. In this paper we will consider the interpolation issues only as long as may thev tiect the isocontour commutation. In Particular in Section 2 we will state briefly the properties we assume for the interpolating function (satisfied by the most commonly used linear interpolation over simplicial complexes or multi-linear interpolation over regular grids). More on interpolation of spatial data and references to the literature can be found in the book by Watson [24] .
One can expect that the complexity of the contours with a single function value in a mesh with n elements is roughly proportional to Win the 2D case and to n213 in the 3D case [15] . Therefore, it is worthwhile to have a search structure to find the mesh elements through which the contours pass. This will be more efficient than retrieving the contours of a single function value by inspecting all mesh elements.
There are basically two approaches to find the contours more efficiently. Firstly, one could store the 2D or 3D domain of the mesh in a hierarchical structure and associate the minimum and maximum occurring scalar values at the qThe research of the first and second authors was partially supported by the ESPRIT IV LTR Project No. 21957 (CGAL).The research of the third, fourth and fifth authors was partially supported by AFOSR grant F-49620-94-1 -O080, NSF grant CCR 92-22467 and ONR grant Noo01494- subdomains to prune the search. For example, octrees have been used this way for regular 3D meshes [25] .
The second approach is to store the scalar range, slso called span, of all the mesh elements in a search structure. Kd-trees [15] , segment trees [3] , and interval trees [5, 23] have been suggested as the search structure, leading to a contour retrieval time of O(X + k) or O(log n + k), where n is the number of mesh elements and k is the siz'e of the output. A problem with this approach is that the search structure can be a serious storage overhead, even though an interval tree needs only linear storage. Still, one doesn't want to store a tree with a few hundred million intervals that would arise from regular 3D meshes. It is possible to reduce the storage requirements of the search structures by observing that a whole contour can be traced directly in the mesh if one mesh element through which the contour passes is known. Such a starting element of the mesh is also called a seed Instead of storing the scalar range of all mesh elements, we need only store the scalar range of the seeds as intervals in the tree, and a pointer into the mesh. There are a few papers that take this approach [3, 13, 23] . The tracing algorithms to extract a contour have been developed before, and they require time linear in the size of the output [2, 12, 13] .
The objective of this paper is to present new methods for seed set computation. Of a seed set, we require that any possible connected component of any contour in the mesh pass through at least one seed. Otherwise we could miss a (portion of a) contour. To construct such a small size seed set, we use a variation of the contour tree, a tree that captures the contour topology of the function represented by the mesh. It has been used before in image processing and GIS research [9, 10, 14, 21, 22] . Another name in use is the topographic change tree, and it is related to the Reeb graph used in Morse Theory [18, 19, 20, 22] . It can be computed in O(n log n) time for piecewise linear functions over 2D [6] .
This paper includes the following results.
q We give a new, simple algorithm that constructs the contour tree. For 2D meshes with n elements, it runs in O(n log n) time like a previous algorithm [6] , but the new method is much simpler and needs less additional storage. For meshes with n faces in d-space, it runs in 0(rz2 ) time. In typical cases, less than linear temporary storage is needed during the construction, which is important in practice. Also, the higher-dimensional algorithm requires subquadratic time in typical cases.
q We show that the contour tree is the appropriate structure to use when selecting seed sets. We give a polynomial time and storage algorithm for minimum size seed sets by using rein-cost flow in a DAG [1] .
q In practice one can use at most linear storage when computing seed sets. We give a simple approximation algorithm that requires O(rr log2 n) time and linear storage, and gives at most twice as many seeds as the minimum size seed set. In d-space, the algorithm takes 0(n2 ) time.
q The approximation algorithm has been implementated, and we supply test results of various kind.
Previous methods to find small size seed sets didn't give any guarantee on their size [3, 13, 23] .
2 Preliminaries on scalar functions and the contour tree On a function 3 from d-space to the reals, the criticalities can be identified. These are the locaf maxima, the local minima, and the saddles (or passes 16] . They can be described by a structure called the contour tree, which we describe shortlv.
For example, consider 2D triangular meshes with linear interpolation and note how the contour tree relates to such meshes. For simplicity, we assume that all vertices have a distinct function value. If we draw the contours of all critical vertices of the mesh, then we get a subdivision of the 2D domain into regions (see Figure 1 ). Since all saddle points must be vertices in our setting, one can show that every region between contours is bounded by exactly two contours. We let every contour in this subdivision correspond to a node in a graph, and two nodes are connected (from max to rein) if there is a region bounded by their corresponding contours. This graph is a tree, which is easy to show [6, 23] , and it is called the contour tree. All nodes in the tree have degree 1 (corresponding to local extrema), degree 2 (normal vertices). or at least 3 (saddlesl. In other words. \ /. / every contour of a saddle vertex splits the domain into at lesst three regions. For each vertex in the triangulation, one can test locally whether it is a saddle. This is the case if and only if it has neighboring vertices around it that are higher, lower, higher, and lower, in cyclic order around it. If one would take the approach outlined above to construct the contour tree, fl(n2 ) time may be necessary in the worst case, because the total complexity of all contours through saddles may be quadratic [6] . An O(n log n) time divideand-conquer algorithm exists, however [6] .
In a general framework, we define the contour tree without assumptions on the type of mesh, interpolant, and dimension of the space over which function 3 is defined. The input data is assumed to be: q a mesh M of size n embedded in Ed; q a continuous real-valued function 3 defined over all cells of M.
We define the contour tree T as follows. These components correspond to the supernodes of T (the tree will be augmented later with additional nodes, hence we use the term supernodes here). Each supernode is labeled with the function value of its contour.
For each region bounded by two contour components, we add a superarc between the corresponding supernodes in T, oriented from the the higher to the lower function value. cent our tree is well defined, because each region is bounded by two and only two contour components which correspond to supernodes. In fact, it is easy to see that the contour tree is a special case of the more general Reeb graph in the (d + I )-dimensional space obtained from the domain (the mesh) extended with the function image space [18, 19, 20, 22] . Furthermore, one can show that the contour tree is indeed a tree.
For 2D meshes, all criticalities correspond to supernodes of degree 1, or degree 3 or higher. For higher-dimensional meshes there are also criticalities that correspond to a supernode of degree 2. This occurs for instance in 3D when the genus of a surface changes, for instance when the surface of a ball changes topologically to a torus (Figure 2 (b)).
Superarcs are directed from higher scalar values to lower scalar values. Thus, supernodes corresponding to the local maxima are the sources and the supernodes corresponding to the local minima are the sinks.
Since the type of the mesh and the function used to interpolate the associated discrete data may have some impact on the the seed cells selection and contour tree computation we define the weakest conditions required to apply the present approach. Note that such conditions are satisfied by the most common simplicial decompositions with linear interpolant and regular grids with multi-linear interpolant.
To be able to compute the contour tree, we make the following assumptions: In this section we assume for simplicity 3D.
that the mesh M is a simplicial decomposition with n cells, and linear interpolation is used. As a consequence, all critical points are vertices of the mesh M. Instead of computing the contour tree as defined in the previous section, we compute a variation that includes nodes for all the vertices of M, also the non-critical ones. So supernodes correspond to critical vertices and normal nodes correspond to other vertices. Superarcs are now sequences of arcs, and connect two supernodes. It is easy to determine the contour tree with only the supernodes using the same technique. From now on, we call the contour tree with nodes for all vertices the contour tree T. We'll need this augmented tree for seed selection in the next section.
The critical nodes of T that have in-degree 1 and outdegree greater than 1 are called bifurcations, and the nodes with in-degree greater than 1 and out-degree 1 are called junctions.
We'll assume that all bifurcations and junctions have degree exactly 3, that is, out-degree 2 for bifurcations and in-degree 2 for junctions. This assumption can be removed, but it facilitates the following descriptions considerably. Basically, other critical nodes can be seen as clusters of critical nodes of degree 3. For example, a node with indegree 2 and out-degree 2 can be treated as a junction and a bifurcation, with a directed arc from the junction to the bifurcation.
The general approach
of the function vslues taken inside the face can be determined.
We assume that in facets and edges of 2D meshes, the items above can be computed in 0(1) time. For vertices, we assume that the first item takes time linear in its degree. Similarly, in 3D meshes we assume that both items take 0(1) to compute in cells and on facets, and time linear in the degree on edges and at vertices.
In 3D, a saddle point p is a point such that for any sufficiently small c-sphere around p, the contour of p's value intersects the c-sphere in at least two components. Possible criticalities are shown in Figure 2 . When sweeping the function value from oo to -co, they correspond to (a) two contours merging or splitting, but not containing the other, (b) an increment or decrement of the genus of one contour surface, and (c) two contours merging or splitting, and one containing the other. More csses can occur when a criticality causes several of these changes at once, or when the contour ends at the boundary of the mesh.
q Inside any face of any dimension of M, the range (rein, max)
To construct the contour tree~for a given mesh in d-sDace. . .
we let the function value take on the values from +m to -co and we keep track of the contours for these values. In other words, we sweep the scalar value. For 2D meshes, one can image sweeping a polyhedral terrain embedded in 3D and moving down a horizontal plane. The sweep stops at certain event points: the vertices of the mesh. During the sweep, we keep track of the contour components in the mesh at the value of the sweep function, and the set of cells of the mesh that cross these components. The cells that contain a point with value equivalent to the present function value are called active. The tree 'T under construction during the sweep will be growing at the bottom at several places simultaneously. Each such part of 'T that is still growing corresponds to a unique contour component at the current sweep value. We group the cells into contour components by storing a pointer at each active cell in the mesh to the corresponding superarc in T. The contours can only change structurally at the event points, and the possible changes are the following:
q At a local maximum of the mesh (more correctly: function), a new contour appears. This is reflected in T by creating a new supernode and a new arc incident to it. This arc is also the start of a new superarc, which will be represented. Each cell incident to the maximum becomes active, and we set their pointer to the new superarc of 7. At this stage of the algorithm, the new superarc has no lower node attached to it yet.
q At a local minimum of the mesh, a contour disappears; a new supernodenode of 7 is created, and the arc corresponding to the disappearing component at the current value of the sweep is attached to the new supernode. It is also the end of a superarc. The cells of the mesh incident to the local minimum are no longer active.
q At a non-critical vertex of the mesh, a new node of 7 is created, the arc corresponding to the contour containing the vertex is made incident to the node, and a new arc incident to the node is created (there is no new super arc). Some cells stop being active, while others incident to the vertex start being active. Their pointers are set to the current superarc of the contour. For the cells that remain active, nothing changes: their pointer keeps pointing to the same superarc.
q At a saddle of the mesh, there is some change in topology in the collection of contours. It may be that two or more contours merge into one, one contour splits into two or more, or one contour changes its topological structure. A combination of these is also possible in general. The first thing to do is to determine what type of saddle we are dealing with. This can be decided by traversing the whole contour on which the saddle lies.
If two contours merge, a new supernode (junction) is created in T for the saddle, and the superarcs corresponding to the two merging contours are made incident to this supernode. Furthermore, a new arc and superarc are created for the contour that results from the merge. The new arc is attached to the new supernode. All cells that are active in the contour after the merge set their pointer to the new superarc in 7.
If a contour splits, then similar actions are taken. If the saddle is because of a change in topology of one single contour, a new supernode is made for one existing superarc, and a new arc and superarc are created in 7. All active cells of the contour set their pointers to the new superarc.
For the sweep algorithm, we need an event queue and a status structnre. The event queue can be implemented with a standard heap structure, such that insertions and extractions take logarithmic time per operation. The status structure is implicitly present in the mesh with the additional pointers from the cells to the superarcs in the contour tree. 
Proof:
The algorithm clearly takes time O(n log n) for all heap operations. If the mesh is given in an adjacency structure, then the traversal of any contour takes time linear in the combinatorial complexity of the contour. Any saddle of the function is a vertex, and any contour can pass through any mesh cell only once. Therefore, the total time for traversal is O(rz2) in the worst case, and the same amount of time is needed for setting the pointers of the active cells. o
The quadratic running time shown above is somewhat pessimistic, since it applies only when there are a linear number of saddles for which the contour through them has linear complexity. We can also state that the running time is O(n log n +~fll lCi l), where the m saddles lie on contours Cl, . . . . Cm with complexities ICI 1,..., lC~1. Also, besides the mesh (input) and the contour tree (output), the additional storage required can be made linear in the maximum number of active celfs and the number of local maxima. So this is O([no. maxima]+ maxl<l<~lCi 1) additional storage. We can avoid the pointers from the mesh cells to the superarcs by copying the active part of the mesh into a separate, temporary structure. Then these pointers don't form a permanent storage overhead.
The two-dimensional case
In the 2D case, the time bound can be improved to O(n log n) time in the worst case by a few simple adaptations. First, a crucial observation: for 2D meshes representing continuous functions, all saddles correspond to nodes of degree at least 3 in 7. Hence, at any saddle two or more contours merge, or one contour splits into at least two contours, or both. The main idea is to implement a merge in time linear in the size of the smaUer of the two contours, and similarly, to implement a split in time linear in the size of the smaller result:ng contour.
We also show how to maintain the pointers with the active cells efficiently.
In the structure, each active cell has a pointer to a name of a contour, and the name has a pointer to the corresponding superarc in 'T. Maintaining pointers now comes down to changing names. We consider the active cells and names as a union-find like structure that allows the following operations:Merge: given two contours about to merge, combine them into a single one by renaming them to a single name,
Split
given one contour about to split, split it into two separate contours by renaming one subset of the contour cells to a new name.
Find given one active cell, report the name of the contour it is in.
Like in the simplest union-find structure, a Find takes O(1) time since we have a pointer to the name explicitly. A Merge is best implemented by changing the name of the cells in smaller contour to the name of the larger contour. Lets' say that contour C, and CJ are about to merge. Determining which of them is the smallest takes O(min(lC, 1,ICJ1)) time if we traverse both contours simultaneously. We alternatingly take one "step" in C: and one 'step" in CJ. After a number of steps twice the size of the smaller contour, we have traversed the whole smaller contour. This technique is sometimes called a tandem search. To rename for a Merge, we traverse this smaller contour again and rename the cells in it, again taking O(min(l C, 1,ICJ1)) time.
The Spht operation is analogous: if a contour ck splits into C, and C~, the name of ck is preserved for the largest of C, and C3, and by tandem search starting at the saddle in two opposite directions we find out which of C, and C'j will be the smaller one. This will take O(min ([C, ] , [Cj l)) time.
Note that we cannot keep track of the size in an integer for each contour instead of doing tandem search, because a SplZt cannot be supported efficiently. The operations on the event queue take O(nlogn) in total.
Creating the nodes and arcs of 'T, and setting the incidence relationships takes O(n) time in total.
When a cell becomes active for the first time, the name of the contour it belongs to is stored with it; this can be doneon 0(1) time, and since there are O(n) such events, it takes O(n) time in total.
At the saddles of the mesh, contours merge or split. Updating the names of the contours stored with the cells takes O(min(l C,l, lCJl)), where C: and Cl are the contours merging into one, or resulting from a split, respectively. It remains to show that summing these costs over all saddles yields a total of O(nlogn) time.
We prove the bound on the summed cost for renaming by transforming Tin two steps into another tree T' for which the construction is at least as time-expensive as for 7, and showing that the cost at the saddles in T' are O(nlogn)in totaL Consider the cells to be additional segmentsin 7asfol-10WS. Any cell becomes active at a vertex and stops being active at another vertex. These vertices are nodes in 7, and theceli is represented by a segment connecting these nodes. Note that any segment connects two nodes one of which is ancestor of the other. A segment can be seen as a shortcut of a directed pathin T, where it may pass over several nodes and supernodes.
The number of cells involved in a merge or split at a saddle is equivalent to the number segments that pass over the saddle node in 7; the size of the smallest set at this node determines the costs for processing the saddle (since we do tandem search).
The first transformation step is to stretch all segments; we simply aasume that a segment starts at some source node that is an ancestor of the original start node, and ends at a sink that is a descendant of the original end node. It is easy to see that the number passing segments at all saddles cannot decrease by the stretch.
The second transformation step is to repeatedly swap superarcs, until no supernode arising from a split (bifurcation) is an ancestor of a supernode arising from a merge (junction).
Swapping a superarc from a bifurcation to a junction is illustrated in Figure 4 It can easily be verified that by repeatedly swapping superarcs, 7' can be derived such that no junction in 'T' has a bifurcation as an ancestor. Now, every segment can pass O(n) junctions and bifurcations, but no segment can be more than O(log n) times in the smallest set. Summing this over the O(n) segments, this results in a total of O(n log n) time for all renaming of the cells.
Seed set selection
A seed set is a subset of the cells (triangles or tetrahedral) the mesh. A seed set is complete if every possible contour passes through at least one seed. Since we assume linear interpolation over the cefls, the function values occurring in one cell is exactly the range between the lowest and the highest valued vertices. This range is simply a one-dimensional interval, and is also calfed the span. For each cell, its span can be located in the contour tree, where it is represented by two nodes, We add the span to the contour tree as a directed arc, which we call a segment to distinguish it from the arcs of the contour tree. Let T denote the contour tree, and let~denote the DAG that is the contour tree extended with the segments of all mesh elements. Observe that each segment is a shortcut in 7 for one or more arcs on a directed path. We say that the segment passes, or covers, these arcs of T (see Figure 4.1(a) ).
The small seed set problem now is the following graph problem: find a smalJ subset of the segments such that each arc of T is passed by some segment of the subset.
In this section we give two methods to obtain complete seed sets. The first gives a seed set of minimum size, but it requires polynomial time and storage. The second method requires 0( n log 2 n) time and linear storage in 2 D, and gives a seed set at most twice the size of the minimum. In d-space, this approximation algorithm takes 0(n2 ) time and linear storage.
4.1
Minim urn seed sets in polynomial time and storage
We define a bipartite graph f? = (U U V, A) as follows. The set U of nodes corresponds to the set of segments of the mesh cells, and the set V corresponds to the set of arcs of
T. An arc (u, rs) c A if the segment corresponding to u E U passes the arc corresponding to v 6 V ((see Figure 4 .l(b))). Observe that B is strongly chordal: every cycle of even length exceeding 5 has an odd chord. This is for the following reason. Since the nodes in U represent segments iñ , and three segments in G cannot have pairwise overlap of an arc in 'T (or~) without having a triple overlap as well, every cycle of even length exceeding 5 has a node in U and We can augment B by turning U into a clique; B remains strongly chordal. A minimum dominating clique on strongly chordal graphs can be computed in linear time, because the same result holds for the superclass of dually chordal graphs [4, 8] . This gives a minimum seed set.
Theorem
3 Given a contour tree T for a continuous~unc-tion defined by a mesh with n cells, an optimum size seed set can be computed in polynomial time and storage.
Approximation of small seed sets in linear storage
The excessive time and storage requirements for optimal seed sets makes it nearly useless in practical applications. We therefore developed an approximation algorithm to compute a seed set using linear storage and O(n log2 n) time in the 2D case. It yields a seed set of size no more than twice the size of the smallest seed set. In higher dimensions, the running time is 0(n2 ).
Our approximation algorithm is a simple greedy method that operates quite similarly to the contour tree construction algorithm. We first construct the contour tree T as shown before. We add the segments to form the graph~. Then we sweep again, now in the mesh and in the graph !J simultaneously. During the sweep, greedy choices are made in the set of segments in~; these segments correspond to cells that will be seeds. The greedily chosen segments are stored in a data structure 'D that allows for insertions of newly chosen segments and for queries. A query specifies a node rJof T, and asks whether some chosen segment in D ends at v, and whether v is passed by some chosen segment in D. The segments are grouped by superarc they pass as usual, corresponding to cells intersected by the same contour. To make the greedy choice at any superarc, we store all active segments at a superarc sorted by function value of the lower node of~in a binary search tree. The following events can occur:
Source: Choose the segment leaving it with the lowest value at the other end node, the greedy choice. Initialize a set of active segments for this superarc of T. in V that are connected but aren't in the cycle (a chord).
We give a sketch of the proof. Note that if T only contains junctions, then a greedy strategy is optimal. At a bifurcation, some segment leading into one superarc may be the chosen one, whereas the greedy choice for the other superarc would have been optimaf. We can bound the number of segments chosen by the greedy strategy from above by assuming that for both superarcs the greedy choice was taken. Then we continue on both parts of the tree below these superarcs in the same way. We can bound the minimum number from below by assuming that only one segment was taken, and we continue the argument on the same two subtrees as in the greedy algorithm. So the subtrees are the same, and the greedy method chooses at most twice minimum.
We treat junctions and bifurcations efficiently as before, by tandem search in the contours on the mesh. We can traverse in time linear in the size of the smaller group to decide how to merge or split the segments efficiently. A merge or split of components C, and C, takes O(min(lCi 1,ICJ1)log n) time, because it involves merging two binary search trees, or splitting one. So we need 0( n logz n) time for manipulating the binary search trees.
To define the data structure D, we first need a transformation of T and its segments. Give T some fixed, left-toright order of the children and parents of each supernode. Then perform a left-to-right topological sort to number all nodes. Then perform a right-to-left topological sort to give each node a second number. The numbers are such one node u is an ancestor of another node v if and only if the first number and the second number of u is smaller than the corresponding numbers of v (see Figure 6 ). These numbers can be seen as coordinates in the plane. Any segment from a start node u to an end node v in 'T transforms to a rectangle by using the numbers as coordinates. The lower left corner of the rectangle hax the coordinates of v, and the upper right corner has the coordinates of u. The greedily chosen segments are stored as such rectangles in the data structure D. A query with a node of T asks if the point is contained in some rectangle; this corresponds to some chosen segment passing the node. D is an interval tree with associated structures [17] . The main tree is defined on the intervals of the first coordinate. Each node stores a vertical split line and two segment trees, one for query points to the left of the spfit line and one for query points to the right. We store the rectangles that intersect the vertical split line in the left segment tree by storing the left envelope of the rectangles only (see Figure 6 ). This segment tree requires only linear storage, and queries and insertions take logarithmic time. For the whole interval tree with associated structures, the storage is still linear, the query time is 0(log2 n) and insertions take O(log n) time. The number of queries and insertions is linear in the number of nodes in the contour tree. Therefore, all operations on V afso take O(n logz n) time together. More details are in the full paper.
Theorem 4 Let M be a ,%'Dmesh with n cells reprwenting a real function.
A seed set of size at most twice the optimum can be determined in O(n log2 n) time and linear storage. For a mesh in d-space, the running time is 0(n2).
Test results
In this section we present empirical results for generation of seed sets within bounds of optimafity. Given in Table 1 are results collected from six datasets, both 2d and 3d. Presented are the total number of cells in the mesh, in addition to seed extraction statistics and comparisons to previously known efficient approximation methods. The methods presented here, shown to be within a factor of 2 of optimal, represent an improvement of 2 to 20 times over the method of [3] , which had no claim on the seed set size. The presented storage statistics account only for the number of stored items, and not the size of each storage item (a constant). Note that the bounded seed set method presented here has, in general, greater storage demands, though storage remains sublinear in practice. Such tradeoffs are considered acceptable for the benefit of seed sets within guaranteed bounds of optimality. Sample images from the test function and LAMP datasets are given in the Appendix.
Further research
This paper presented the first methods to obtain seed sets for contour retrieval that are provably small in size. We gave a polynomial time and storage algorithm to determine the smallest seed set, and we also gave a factor two approximation algorithm that takes O(n logz n) time for functions over 2D and 0(n2) time for functions over 3D. In typical cases, the worst case quadratic time bound seems too pessimistic. The algorithms make use of new methods to compute the so-called contour tree.
Test results indicate that seed sets resulting from the methods described improve on previous methods by greater than an order of magnitude in seed set size for some cases. Storage requirements in the seed set computation remain sublinear, as evidenced by the test results.
Our work can be extended in the following directions. Firstly, it may be possible to give worst case subquadratic time algorithms for higher-dimensional meshes. Secondly, it is important to study what properties an interpolation scheme on the mesh should have to allow for efficient contour tree construction and seed set selection. We are currently studying these extensions. Fignre 7: Seed sets from 2d scalar data (a) seed set from a synthetic smooth function ,) seed set for a slice of wind speed data (LAMP)
